
  Promotion Period:
  16:00 06/12/2022 - 15:00 28/02/2023(SGT)

  2 steps to collect your bonus

  Open An Account

  Sign up and open an account with Tiger Brokers (Singapore) during the promotional period to receive a free GoPro Share (NASDAQ: GPRO), 365 Days
of unlimited commission-free trades  for HK, SG, and China A stocks, 180 Days of unlimited commission-free trades  for U.S stocks, 5 commission-
free trades  for options within 30 Days, 3-day 20% yield coupon and 1 month Ryde+ subscription .
  (This bonus package is valid for first-time account opening only.)

  Fund and Trade

  Fund your newly approved account with SGD 1,000 or more in one single deposit and execute 5 new BUY trades  during the promotion period to
receive 0.88 HP Inc fractional shares(NYSE: HPQ) and 1 sure-win draw attempt to get one free stock which is valued between SGD 12 to SGD 320 .
  Flash offer: fund your newly approved account with SGD 10,000 or more in one single deposit and execute 10 new BUY trades  during the
promotion period to receive 1 Apple share (NASDAQ: AAPL) , valid for the first 888 eligible clients.
  (This bonus package is valid for first-time depositing and trading only.)

  The Bonus Tier

Account Opening

Unlimited Commission-Free Trades  for HK & SG & China A Stocks in 365 days
Unlimited Commission-Free Trades  for U.S. Stocks in 180 days
5 Commission-Free Trades  for Options within 30 days
1 GoPro share (NASDAQ: GPRO)
3-day 20% yield coupon
1 month Ryde+ subscription

First Deposit ≥ SGD 1,000 &
complete 5 New BUY Trades

0.88 HP Inc fractional shares (NYSE: HPQ)
1 sure-win draw attempt (get one free stock, valued between SGD12 - SGD320)

First Deposit ≥ SGD 10,000 &
complete 10 New BUY Trades

1 Apple share (NASDAQ: AAPL)

  [1] Please refer here for details of fee charges.
  [2]1 month Ryde+ subscription will be issued to the qualified client's Ryde account within 30 working days after their Tiger Trade account opened.
Limited to the first 9,000 eligible clients. The client should claim the Ryde+ subscription reward through 【Rewards Center】, and fill in the necessary
message.
  By participating in this Promotion, the client authorizes and gives consent to Tiger Brokers to pass his/her Tiger-registered mobile number details to
Ryde for the purpose of issuing a 1 month Ryde+ subscription in accordance with the Account Opening Reward that the client is eligible to receive. To
successfully claim the rewards, the client is required to sign up with Ryde using their Tiger-registered mobile number. Reward delivery is only available
for Singapore-registered phone numbers. Ryde+ subscription code will be sent to your Tiger account's attached email address.
  [3]Clients will only be able to obtain funding and trading rewards after they have completed the minimum new BUY trades required by the task
during the promotion period, in which the price of a single share is greater than USD 1. Please note that a share price below USD 1 in a trade will not
be counted.
  [4]Reward value at 1 November 2022 prices. Due to market fluctuation, some stock values may fluctuate from the time we made the purchase. Please
understand that we have no control over the fluctuation of the market.
  [5]Apple share reward for depositing funds & trading tasks is valid for the first 888 eligible clients. The amount of total 888 apple shares will be
shared and collected by clients from TBSPL's current Welcome bundle and Referral campaign's eligible clients who have met the corresponding
conditions.
 

  Condition of use

  For more information on rewards, please see the information in the rewards center of the Tiger Trade app.
 
  Ryde+ subscription

You may go to【Rewards Center】to claim 1 month Ryde+ subscription and fill in the necessary information within 20 days to successfully get the
reward. Please kindly note that Ryde+ subscrption reward needs you to fill in the necessary message on [Rewards Center] before 23:59
29/01/2023(SGT). After the expiration date, it will be invalid. 
Ryde+ subscription issued through this promotion shall not be eligible for tier upgrading/maintenance in Ryde. However, the Ryde+ subscription
reward issued can be used to enjoy the offers provided by Ryde.

  Commission-free Trades Card
You may go to 【Rewards Center】 in the Tiger Trade App to claim Commission-Free Trades within 20 days before they expire.

The commission-free trade issued by Tiger can be used to waive the commission or platform fee on Tiger trades. The commission-free trade will
take effect immediately after activation. You need to use commission-free trade within the validity period. If you have two or more commission-
free trades of the same category, the validity period will be automatically extended.

The commission-free trades are pre-deducted and rebated afterward. You need to place an order within the validity period of the commission-free
trade and the order should be filled before the commission-free trade can be successfully used. The commission-free trade(s) can be chosen when
an order is placed in the Tiger Trade App of version 7.2.0 and above (commission-free trades in the older versions will be automatically used based
on the system sorting). If your order has matching commission-free trade, the system will automatically select the best commission-free trade for
you when placing the order. If you want to cancel or change the commission-free trade, you can cancel or change it manually when placing the
order.

  (Notes: Orders bound with the commission-free trade need to be fully filled before the commission-free trade can be successfully used. If the order is
fully filled after the commission-free trade expires, the commission-free trade will not be used successfully.)

After the order is filled, the number of times for commission-free trades minus 1. The waived commission will be refunded to the client's Tiger
account in the form of cash within 1 minute of the order being filled for the Prime Account and by the first week of the next month for the Global
Account. Clients may check the commission refund details through the coupon details in Reward Center or via [Tiger Trade>Trade>Orders] or
[Tiger Trade App>Trade>More>Fund Details].

Both the Single Commission-Free Trade and the Multi-Commission-Free Trades can only be used for a specified number of times within the validity
period, and any unused times after the expiry date of the commission-free trade will be automatically canceled. After commission-free trade is
bound to order, the number of times commission-free trade will be frozen. If the order is fully filled, the number of times will be deducted
accordingly; if the order is not fully filled or canceled, the number of times will be refunded accordingly.

  Notes：
The commission-free trade card is not available for exercised option orders.

Please refer to our website for details of fee charges.

 
  Stock

 Clients who have opened an account can activate or receive rewards. When the reward status becomes "Processing", the free share will be
delivered to your account within 10 working days.

Clients who have not yet opened an account need to open a Tiger Prime Account and activate or receive rewards. After the reward status becomes
"Processing", the stocks will be delivered to your account within 10 working days.

Please note during the holding period of stocks, the corporate action of the stock may cause charges. Tiger Brokers will charge accordingly. Please
pay attention to the security of your account total assets.

The 0.88 HP Inc fractional shares you received after completing the funding and trading task will be issued to your account with the status of "To
be activated". You will need to keep your account's total assets amounting to or above the task-required deposit amount and lasting for 30
calendar days after the rewards are issued. (Due to fluctuations in asset values, your account's total asset amounting is allowed to drop by 30%
from the task-required amount), which means you must keep your total account assets amounting to or above SGD 700 each day and lasting for
30 calendar days after the rewards are issued.
After the stock is activated, it will be updated to " Delivering" status and will be allocated to your holding position within 10 business days.
 In situations where the total assets in your Tiger account fail to meet the asset requirement within the above-mentioned period, the "To be
activated" stock will be removed from the client's Tiger account immediately and the client will not be entitled to receive the free promotional
stock.
The 0.88 HP Inc fractional shares will only be issued to accounts that support fractional shares trading. Otherwise, the reward will be replaced with
a USD 25 cash voucher automatically within 10 business days.
The Apple share you received from completing the flash offer required task, will be issued to your account with the status of "To be activated". You
will need to keep your account's total assets amounting to or above the task-required deposit amount and lasting for 30 calendar days after the
rewards are issued. (Due to fluctuations in asset values, your account's total asset amounting is allowed to drop by 30% from the task-required
amount), which means you must keep your total account assets amounting to or above SGD 7,000 each day and lasting for 30 calendar days after
the rewards are issued.
After the stock is activated, it will be updated to " Delivering" status and will be allocated to your holding position within 10 business days.
In situations where the total assets in your Tiger account fail to meet the asset requirement within the above-mentioned period, the "To be
activated" stock will be removed from the client's Tiger account immediately and the client will not be entitled to receive the free promotional
stock.

  Yield Coupon
Yield Coupons are Reward Coupons issued by Tiger Brokers that can be used to obtain an additional cash bonus upon successful subscription to a
selected Fund. Once activated, the Coupon must be used within the indicated validity period and will automatically become invalid upon expiry.
To use the Yield Coupon ("Coupons"), clients simply need to place a Fund subscription order via Fund Mall within the Coupon validity period, and it
will automatically be applied to your order. If you have multiple Coupons, the system will recommend the Coupon option with the highest
annualized return during the subscription. Should you wish to cancel or change the Coupon option, you can manually do so. Please note that
Coupons can only be applied for Fund subscriptions in TigerTrade APP version 8.0.3 and above.
The cash bonus calculation is accrued daily, and the cash bonus entitled from the Coupon will be issued to your Tiger Brokers account within 1
working day after the end of the bonus period stated (For example, if it is a 3-day Coupon, it will be credited within 1 working day after the 3-day
period).
The formula used to calculate the daily accrued bonus entitlement is: (day end value of subscription amount for the specific coupon) *
coupon annualized rate /365. If the day end value of subscription amount for the specific coupon + any existing positions – any redemption
done during the day is less than your actual subscription amount, the applicable amount will be adjusted accordingly.

  Notes

1. Each client is only entitled to one set of welcome gifts. Anyone who has held any previous or existing accounts with TBSPL or with its affiliates are
not eligible to receive any other ongoing or future welcome gifts issued by TBSPL.

2. This promotion reward does not conflict with other Tiger Brokers' campaign rewards in the same period.

3. For further inquiries, please call our customer service hotline (65) 6331 2277 or consult our online customer service via www.tigerbrokers.com.sg

4. This offer is limited to one reward per new account, with no more than one account enrolled per person. If your Tiger Brokers account shows signs
of fraud, abuse, or suspicious activity, e.g. using multiple accounts, or instant account closing, Tiger Brokers may, in its sole discretion, forfeit your
stock rewards and limit your chance to participate in future promotions.

6. By participating in this event and receiving the rewards in your account, you agree that you will only withdraw the proceeds generated from the
rewards after you have successfully completed 10 trades.

7. The 5 buy trades apply to STK, Fund, WAR, FUT and OPT. (FOREX and IPOT are not included.)
8. Due to market fluctuation, some stock values may drop from the time we made the purchase. Please understand that we have no control

over the fluctuation of the market.

9. In order to be eligible to participate in the Campaign, prospective new clients must not be a current or previous holders of an account with Tiger,
or any of its affiliated companies. Persons or entities constituted as Limited Companies, Partnerships, Trusts or any other kind of legal entity are not
eligible for the Campaign, nor are Institutional, Wholesale, or ESOP (Employee Share Ownership Program) accounts. As long as an eligible
prospective new client opens an account with Tiger Brokers (Singapore) Pte Ltd. within the Promotion Period, this client is entitled to the Benefit(s)
in accordance with the Terms.

10. Please refer to here for details of fee charges.

 

  Disclaimer

1. Tiger Brokers (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. ("TBSPL") reserves the right to change any terms and conditions without prior notice. In case of any dispute,
TBSPL reserves the right to make the final decision.

2. This material shall not be copied or redistributed. The information contained in this material is for reference only, which does not constitute and
shall not be used or considered as:

  (1) an offer, recommendation, or solicitation to purchase or sell any financial products or services; or
  (2) a proposal to make any financial decisions; or
  (3) any investment advice.

3. Investment in financial products always carries the inherent risk of loss. TBSPL will not be held responsible for any losses related to investors'
investment activities.

4. This advertisement has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
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